Help Bertie get to
Little Angel Theatre

Meet Bertie.
Bertie is a bottle.
He used to be full of sparkling
water, but now he is empty inside
and lives at the rubbish dump.
Although it is a little smelly, Bertie
likes living at the dump. It is
amazing to see all of the
interesting things that humans
throw away.
He needs your help to make it
back to Little Angel Theatre.

Colour me in

How to travel:
To travel around the map Bertie
needs help colouring on the train
tracks and pit stops, all the way to
Little Angel.
Colour in each as you do the action
and Bertie will get closer and closer
to Little Angel.

Travelling to LAT
With Bertie’s help, we have put together a series of environmental actions
you can do at home. Some of them are quick and easy, while others might
take a bit more time or require assistance from an adult.
For each activity, there is a letter alongside it. When you see the letter on the
map, you can colour in one of those sections.
Once you have completed the map, go back and colour in the rest.

Activity:
Turn off the lights when you leave a room
Pick up litter after yourself and others
Have a Meat-free meal
Use a reusable bag/Remind your parents to bring one
Bring a reusable water bottle to school, or when you travel
Donate old toys and/or clothes
Walk or cycle to school
Craft with one of LAT’s videos, using recycled materials
Help your parents sort and recycle the garbage
Play outside
Turn off the water when you’re brushing your teeth
Have a quick shower (Four minutes or less)
Have a beach-cleaning day with your family
Make a designated box or space for old batteries, lightbulbs
and bottles.
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Pit-stops
Before getting all the way to Little Angel Bertie will stop by many exciting
places, like the rainforest and the sea.
Each pit stop, including your starting point at the dump, comes with its very
own video, created by Bertie and his friends. You can find these videos by
scanning the QR-code related to each pit stop, or by visiting Little Angel’s
YouTube channel.

The Dump

The Rainforest

The South Pole

The Sea

Zimbabwe

The Farm

Scotland

The Big Prize
Finished the map? Congratulations, what an amazing achievement!
The biggest reward for getting Bertie all the way to Little Angel Theatre
is, of course, being a part of creating a greener,
kinder future for our planet.
That being said, Bertie would like to thank you very much for your
contribution. Once you have completed it, please send us a photo of
your finished map and task tracker to
marketing@littleangeltheatre.com
or bring it with you to the theatre.
You will then be entered into a ballot where you’ll have the chance
to win your very own LAT ECO Warrior pack!

Eco Action Tracker
DATE

ECO ACTION
Turn off the lights when you leave a room
Pick up litter after yourself and others
Have a Meat-free meal
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Can you help
me get to
Little Angel
Theatre?
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